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Abstract
Through the following paper we aim to present defibet.house, a decentralized prediction
markets trading and social P2P betting platform. Powered by a cutting-edge, state-ofthe-art mobile dApp, defibet.house is a Web 3.0 betting community coming to redefine
the iGaming sector by disrupting the current business model in which it currently works,
where the “house always wins”. 


Defibet.house bridges the innovation of prediction market technologies, P2P unlimited
betting, and state-of-the-art social UI features with the freedom and opportunities of
Decentralized Finance, to create an industry-first smart-contract powered prediction
markets trading and social P2P betting platform.
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iGaming Industry Overview
Nowadays, the majority of the iGaming sector faces challenging issues both from the
Investor side (Operators, Tech Providers, Shareholders) and the User side (squares,
sharps, suckers and sharks), putting pressure on the current business model and raising
questions about its sustainability.


Foremost, society is coming to recognize that the current industry runs its various
offerings in a way that is biased, unfair, and restrictive for the ones that matter the most
in the whole ecosystem, its users. 


Challenging
issues
from the investor side



Challenging
issues
from the user side



The iGaming sector's high economic
entry barrier stops average investors
from taking a stake in the space. Just
starting any iGaming operation can
cost well over $300k taking into
account licensing, staffing, operational
and marketing expenses, etc.


Due to fierce competition and modest
engagement and retention levels,
current online betting and casino
operators rely on high user acquisition
to mitigate high churn rate, which
adding to regulatory pressure, make
the current business model hardly
sustainable. Thus the M&A trend in the
sector.


Some of the marketing techniques
used to keep this User Acquisition
high such as affiliation agreements
with fake tipsters or use of Bonuses
and Welcome Offers with hidden
clauses, are highly questionable and
add up to the unsustainability of the
current model. 



Historically and even nowadays, the
operators prey on the highest
spending customers with little to no
regard for their well-being. It is widely
known in the industry as the Pareto
effect, where around just 15% of the
total active user base, the so-called
“VIPS”, brings over 70% of the
revenues for operators, and
subsequently to tech providers.
Society is increasingly becoming
aware of this and has driven the last
regulatory trend seeking greater user
protection. Still, established iGaming
giants are huge operations that will
take a long time to pivot their business
model as they have to protect
investors’ interests. 


Further, in EV+ games such as Sports
Betting, whenever a user exhibits
behavior that can signal they are a
profitable punter, they are quickly
profiled and begin to suffer several
restrictions such as limitations on bet
amounts, extra latency in live markets,
or even account closure. This is the
“elephant in the room” in the regulated
sports betting markets, where
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How does defibet.house
address current iGaming
industry issues
Taking into account the pressing issues that raise questions about the sustainability of
the iGaming sector as it currently operates, the defibet.house founding team proposes a
disrupting economic model that challenges the current ways.


We have leveraged existing state-of-the-art technology such as Blockchain, DeFi & AI to
envision and develop a disrupting iGaming ecosystem in which both users and investors
are no longer subject to these hurdles.


Benefits to the investors



Benefits to the users



Part of the Revenue from the total betting
fees is used to buyback Tokens to be
distributed among DBETH Pool stakers
and another part will be burned in order
to increase the Token value in a
sustainable way.



In the defibet.house Protocol, there is no
conflict of interest between the house
and the users, so the predatory
marketing techniques used to chase high
spending customers simply do not exist.
Instead, users are free to create their
own Events over any Topic and bet on
them with their friends and the
commnuity, without a “bookie” involved.



Due to the profit-sharing, rewardsgenerating nature of the revenue model
proposed
by
defibet.house,
the
engagement and retention levels will
organically be higher, so there will not be
such a reliance on user acquisition.


As bonuses with hidden clauses cannot
exist in a Provably Fair, Transparent
Protocol, the ecosystem relies on
bridging proven gaming mechanics such
as jackpots with DeFi rewards to keep the
churn rate low. Most users will not want
to leave because they are generating
profits by participating as stakers or
liquidity providers.
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One of the key benefits of the
defibet.house dApp will be the possibility
to access truly global prediction markets
and a p2p social betting marketplace that
can provide the sought-after features:
good liquidity and non-limitation of
bettors. 


Users will no longer be forced upon a
rigged legacy system that turns a skill
EV+ game such as betting into an EVgame due to abusive bookie juice and
account limitations.
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defibet.house: The Platform
where All Events Take Place
defibet.house consists of a Web 3.0 prediction market and P2P betting App with a
rewarding and social nature. DBETH Utility Token will provide various use cases and the
defibet.house DAO will be an important part of the ecosystem. In addition, to complete
the user experience defibet.house offers seamless web2 onboarding, Fiat to crypto
wallet top-up and gasless transactions to remove all barriers of entry for crypto noob
users.


On top of this, a set of added-value services such as copy betting, live streaming or NFT
betting.


In the following graphic we can see a visual representation of defibet.house
ecosystem:

defibet.house iGaming DeFi ecosystem
Social UI Engrained in dApp UX


Added value services

Fiat to crypto
Streaming

DBETH Utility Token
Stake in DBETH Pool to obtain a share
of betting fees and YF rewards


Stake to obtain lower betting fees


DAO governance rights

Resp. Play Copy betting NFT betting

DeFi Protocol Integration Oder (DAO votes)

Core functionalities

Staking Pools

DecentralizedDerivate trading,

P2P betting via smart-contracts

Obtain a share of revenues and
Yield Farming Rewards by
staking in pools

Prediction
Markets
Trading

P2P Betting

DBET Pool

Provide Liq.
to Pred.
Markets

defibet.house DAO
Launch the platform with the

aim to become a DAO
governance protocol in the
future

P2P Betting & Derivative Trading on Future & Live Events
Defibet Non-Custodial Native Crypto Wallet & External Wallet Login
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Prediction Markets Trading & Social P2P Betting


defibet.house aims to become the platform where all Events truly happen, thus the core
functionality is the possibility of engaging in a new way to do sports betting & trading.


defibet.house presents an industry-first UI and product architecture that combines both
prediction markets and P2P betting product verticals in a single UI with innovative social
and rewarding features.


As the place where all Events take place, all Prediction Markets and P2P Bets will be
associated with Events. These Events will be verified via Oracles.


Users can either engage in the existing Prediction Markets and P2P Bets for the Events
created, or they can create new Events on which to offer Pred. Markets and specific
props.


Content Creators are encouraged to join the ecosystem to generate a new way to
monetize their community. They can share their streaming feeds in defibet.house to
create betting Events around them so users can watch and bet around them, and earn
up to a third of the betting fees generated. This way they obtain two main benefits,
directly obtain economic rewards from the fees generated in the created prediction
markets and grow their communities and user engagement by providing them a new way
to interact.



In the following graphics, it is explained the way that defibet.house dApp generates
revenue through the use of its core functionalities. The two ways of generating revenue
are through user participation in prediction markets and on P2P wagers. These two
business models have never been offered on the same platform before either in the
traditional or crypto spaces.
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AMM Prediction Markets Business Model
All users will be able to create Prediction Markets over any Event they wish
and earn a share of the trading volume generated. This way, content creators
are incentivized to create meaningful markets and obtain a seconedary way
to monetize their communities

Traders

Buy/Sell Outcome
Shares with crypto
After market resolution
obtain Share payout
according to outcome

Prediction Markets
2,5% fee is charged per trade
% for...
Prediction

Market

Liquidity
Pools

30% Market Creator

40% Development Fund

20% DBET Token buyback

1/2 Distribution among
DBET Pool stakers

1/2 Token burn
Affiliate
applies, proportionally
10%* taken from(ifDev.
Fund)

dAPP Revenue
Market
DBETH
Creators development fund

Token 

Buyback

DBETH 

Pool

Distribution
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Token 

Burn

Affiliates

Derivative event trading on the blockchain works as an exchange of smart contracts that,
based on the outcome of the event, settle how participants are rewarded.


First of all, for prediction markets to exist in the platform, Market Creators have to create
the events, set the possible outcomes and add a description. Additionally they can also
plug in their streaming feed in order to provide Live images of the event in defibet.house
platform.


All users will be able to be Market Creators by creating Prediction Markets and earn a
share of the Trading Fees generated in that Prediction Market.


Once markets are set up and trading action live, a 2,5% fee is charged to each trade as
the platform Revenue. Users buy and sell outcome shares with stable coin or DBETH
Token and obtain their shares payout according to the outcome after event resolution.


The 2,5% trading fee is distributed as follows
30% for Market Creator
40% defibet.house Treasur
20% for DBETH Token buyback: this share of the revenue will be used to buy DBETH
on different exchanges.

-1/2 is distributed among DBETH Pool stakers

-1/2 of the Tokens are burnt in order to increase the value of the Token sustainably
*10% for Affiliates in case that the user is been referred by another user. This 10% will
be proportionally taken from the allocation of the Treasury and the Token Buyback, so
the incentives for Market Creators, as the cornerstone of our Community, remain
unchanged.






On the next page we see the value chain for the P2P betting business model:
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P2P betting dApp Business Model

Bet Makers create Bets and offer them to
Marketplace or private friend or group


External
P2P BETS

Lending
Protocols

Bet Makers

Obtain bet payout according to
result

The Liquidity wagered by users is

Repective APY from yield

locked in the Bet Smart Contract
until market resolution



generated

As soon as the Bet is matched, the
locked liquidity is put into External
Lending Protocols to generate

Users take on the bets offered by Bet
Makers

extra APY



Once the Bet is resolved, liquidty
is removed and funds are paid to
the Bet winner as well as each of
the user obtain their respective

Bet Takers

share of the extra APY generated
during the Bet lock period 



Obtain bet payout according to result

This external vaulting functionality
will only be applied to bets that

Repective APY from yield

qualify (currency, time locked,

generated

amount).

dApp Revenue

Users can stake DBETH Token in
order to obtain lower betting fees
with any crypto

DBETH
Utlity
Token

1-5% fee is deducted from the

Bets made with DBETH Token will
have the lowest fees for all users

winnings of each bet (depending on
user level & currency)

Stake in DBETH Main Pool to obtain a
share of fees and Yield Farming
Rewards

APY generated to be distributed
among bettors and a 15% fee is

DAO

Governance rights

charged

DBETH
Bet Maker

Development
Fund
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Token

Affiliates

Buyback

Token

Token 


Buyback

Burn

defibet.house applies a twist to the P2P event betting on the Blockchain model by
leveraging the power of DeFi. Liquidity locked in bets via smart contracts is put in a
trustless manner into external lending protocols such as Aave in order to generate a
second revenue stream in the form of APY. After the outcome of the event is known and
the bet smart contracts are resolved, bet participants are rewarded according to their
selections, and also each of the bettors get their proportional share of the APY
generated during the time the bet has been active
Users can engage either as Bet Makers and/or Bet Takers. Bet Makers create P2P
smart-contract-based bets associated with Events (either previously created or new)
and offer them Publicly or Privately
Bet Takers take on the bets ofered by Bet makers.
The liquidity locked in the bets until event resolution is deposited autonomously and
securely into external lending protocols such as Aave to generate APY
Once the event outcome is known and bets are resolved, users will receive the bet
payout according to the side they chose to bet on. Also, they will receive their
respective share of the APY generated for the time the bet amount was locked in the
smart contract
A fee ranging from 1-5% depending on user level is taken from the winnings of the bet
to be distributed as platform revenue among defibet.house stakeholders
Bet Makers earn 30% of the total fees generated from the total betting volume over
the respective Bet
A platform fee of 15% is applied to the external APY generate
Bets made with DBETH token will always have a lower commission, regardless of the
User Level
User-level tiers: depending on staked tokens on the DBETH Pool and other activity
based metrics, users will be able to obtain fee discounts on their winnings when
betting with all criptocurrencies.



Staking Pools & Revenue Share


A key concept of defibet.house is that users will be able to earn a great part of the
revenue generated by the protocol. They will be able to stake their Tokens in the DBETH
Pool to obtain a share of the revenue generated from trading and betting fees, and extra
liquidity mining rewards.


DBETH Pool
The DBETH Pool will work with the DBETH token and will be the central pool of the
ecosystem, distributing Yield Farming community rewards to stakers, as well as a share
of the revenue generated through market trading and betting fees. Also, staking of a
certain amount in the DBETH Pool will grant lower trading and betting fees to users.


defibet.house will use a share of the trading fees generated to buyback DBETH tokens
on DEX to distribute them as rewards for Pool stakers, making this way the revenue
model sustainable and rewarding in the long run for investors. Also, a share of these
buyback tokens will be burnt in order to implement a sustainable value appreciation
strategy. 
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defibet.house P2P Betting value chain summary
Anna
Bet Maker

Create a BET
over any
topic

Bet Makers earn a share
of all the betting fees
that their Bet generates

Will @kanyewest
tweet again by July
1, 2022?

Bet
Takers

Users engage in the
bet created by Anna
by submiting their
wagers

Betting
Fee

1-5% out of the
winnings of the bet
(depending on user
level) is charged as
the platform fee

Bet
Maker
Rewards
30% of total fees are
automatically sent to Bet
Maker as reward for
generating content that
drives betting volume*
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Distribution
&


Burn

20% of these fees are used
for DBETH Token Buyback
and then, a distribution and

burn strategy to capture the
value of the activity in the
Token for the investors and
holders

Treasury
50% of fees goes to the
treasury to be used for
project expenses, growth
and development

DBETH Utility Token


defibet.house dApp will have the DBETH Token as an integral part of the ecosystem. The
ERC-20 Token will have various utilities:


Stake in DBETH Pool to obtain a share of the protocol Revenue 


DBETH Pool offers daily rewards (revenue) to its stakers. These daily rewards come from two
sources that make the ecosystem rewarding and sustainable in the long term. First of all, an
initial amount of DBETH Tokens are set for the Community and assigned to the DBETH Main
Pool to be gradually unlocked and distributed to stakers as rewards. Also, part of the revenue
generated from trading and betting fees is used to buy DBETH in DEX which is then deposited
into the DBETH Main Pool to be proportionally distributed. LPs will also be rewarded in
premium pools.


Discount on Fees: Bet & Stake to obtain lower fees 


One of the main benefits of the Token will be the ability to obtain discounts on fees.
Depending on the number of DBETH Tokens that a user holds, they will access different
commission tiers when betting with any cryptocurrency. 


Additionally, users will be able to make use of DBETH to make P2P bets, as well as creating
Prediction Markets with the lowest fees compared to the rest of cryptoassets accepted.


Token Burn: Organic Value Appreciation Strategy


A share of the revenue generated from the betting volume is used for Token buyback on DEX.
Out of these, half is burnt in order to implement a sustainable Token value appreciation
strategy.


DAO Governance rights


Users that stake their Tokens in the DBETH Main Pool will possess governance voting rights in
the matters proposed on the DAO.



Right to Work as a Judge and Earn Rewards


Stake DBETH Tokens to become a Judge to solve community disputes and get paid for your
contributions.
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Added value Services
Mobile Crypto Wallet App with Fiat to Crypto
 deposit


The mobile App includes a non-custodial wallet solution with Fiat to Crypto deposit
integration to provide the easiest pathway for frictionless user acquisition. Users will be
able to install and play, eliminating multiple blockchain and iGaming platforms’ barrier
entries.

As well, in the case of veteran crypto users that may not want to use our wallet, they can
log in and interact with the dApp contracts with their own external wallets such as
Metamask.


Responsible Play Tool


As a platform aiming to satisfy the demands of the iGaming industry, we cannot turn
heads on the nature of chance games and expected value investment outcomes.
defibet.house acknowledges that if not enough information and resources to be aware of
the risks and stop when necessary are made available, a subset of users when engaging
in speculative activities can potentially develop abusive conduct or disorder.


In order to provide a safe environment for the community, users will have in their Profile
the option to access a Responsible Gaming Tool to set time and spending limits within
the platform.


The first blockchain protocol to offer tools for their users to limit the problematic use
which by their own and human nature they may lead to.



Streaming


Integration of Video Streaming Services to provide 24/7 live streaming eSports, sports
and other live events. It incentivizes market creators to create bets and markets around
them and allows users to bet on the outcome of the matches while they watch events
and engage on our platform.


Oder (DAO Votes)


As a social and interactive platform, the community will be able to vote on the next
features, fee structures, business decisions etc... through the DAO governance features.



defibet.house DAO


defibet.house founding team has the mission to provide a decentralized betting platform
where users are at the core of the value chain. To obtain a truly democratic platform the
final goal of the defibet.house team is to evolve into a fully decentralized DAO.


In the initial phases of the project, the defibet.house team will drive the adoption of the
project. Afterward, a gradual shift to a decentralized governance model will be made,
turning users and DBETH holders into decision-makers.
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Event Resolution, Oracles &
Dispute Resolution

Betting and prediction markets using the blockchain as its core technology work by
defining a set of smart contracts enclosing the details of the bets and trades made by
users within the protocol.


To be able to resolve the events and allow the smart contracts to release the funds
according to results, the platform needs to receive information from the physical world.


To receive and verify information from the real world, defibet.house will use various
Oracles. 


defibet.house operates with two forms of oracle verification system:

Oracle via API: does not need manual verification, events will be resolved
automatically via integration of data feeds
Oracle via NO API: works via user evidence verification and a decentralized
Arbitration Committe for dispute resolution.




defibet.house Community Jury


A propietary trustless dispute resolution with a robust consensus mechanism has been
developed, giving the opportunity to all users to stake DBETH Tokens and become
judges for the cases that arise, earning a share of the commisions and the Dispute costs.


defibet.house platform is optmimistic by nature and trusts its community to provide
accurate event resolutions. In order to maintain this non-toxic culture both users and
judges that provide wrong outcome resolutions or raise faulty disputes will be given
penalizations, and can even result into a user ban with repeteaded wrongdoing.
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Technological Approach
The defibet.house approach consists of leveraging the blockchain and DeFi technology
by bringing it closer to users through an intuitive and frictionless UX/UI design, this way,
taking the complications of Blockchain use for non crypto native users. defibet.house is
based on the Ethereum Virtual Machine allowing a multi-chain smart contracts system.

 

As a new generation P2P Betting and Prediction Protocol, all betting processes are
decentralized via the Polygon (MATIC) network. This allows to provide a platform that
ensures the scalability, security and decentralization as well as providing fast
transactions and low gas fees. 


Building on Polygon allows us to make use of the composability factor of the newtwork,
by making use of the Aave Pools on Polygon to lock the bets done trough defibet.house
P2P bets, and generate extra APY form the bets until their resolution. Aftwerwards, we
can swap all betting fees to stable coin making use of the pools on the Polygon Dex
Sushiswap.


To make the defibet.house ecosystem more attractive to the community, integration into
other chains and different Layer 2 solutions as well as multi-chain environments will take
place in the future.  
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Tokenomics

Tokenomics Overview
nitial Supply: 81,250,000 DBETH

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 DBETH

Tokens Sold: 16.5%

I

DBETH Token Sale subject to Vesting
Token Price $
Vesting
Raise Amount

DO

Seed

Private

Strategic

Presale

I

$0.012

$0.025

$0.04

$0.05

$0.075

6 months cliff, linear unlock
over 18 months

6 months cliff, linear unlock
over 15 months

6 months cliff, linear unlock
over 12 months

3 months cliff, linear unlock
over 9 months

25% at listing, linear unlock
over 90 days

$480k

$1.5M

$800k

$2M

$375,000

Token Distribution

6%

Private

2%

Assumes reached
Hardcap (2.5M)

Strategic

4%

Seed

4%

Presale

9%

Team

0.5 %
IDO

11 %

Marketing and Ops

2.5 %

Advisors

10 %

8%

Tech Dev

Liquidity & MM

10 %

Staking Rewards

13 %

General Reserve

20 %

Community

Token Release & Vesting Schedule
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Distribution

%

Tokens

Price Vesting

Seed

Private

Strategic

Presale

IDO

Advisors

Liquidity & MM

Staking Rewards

Community Rewards

General Reserve

Tech Development

Marketing and Ops

Team

4%

6%

2%

4%

0.5%

2.5%

8%

10%

20%

13%

10%

11%

9%

40,000,000

60,000,000

20,000,000

40,000,000

5,000,000

25,000,000

80,000,000

100,000,000

200,000,000

130,000,000

100,000,000

110,000,000

90,000,000

$0.012

$0.025

$0.04

$0.05

$0.075

6 months cliff, linear unlock over 18 months

6 months cliff, linear unlock over 15 months

6 months cliff, linear unlock over 12 months

3 months cliff, linear unlock over 9 months

25% at listing, linear unlock over 90 days
 

24 months cliff, linear unlock over 12 months

Unlocked liquidity in TGE. It will be locked in the LPs and Exchanges.

1 months cliff, linear unlock over 48 months

1 months cliff, linear unlock over 48 months

1 months cliff, linear unlock over 36 months

1 months cliff, linear unlock over 12 months

1 months cliff, linear unlock over 12 months 

24 months cliff, linear unlock over 12 months



Roadmap
Mobile dApp

WalletConnect & Web2.0 

Email based Sign Up

P2P Betting: user-created custom
bets

Phase 1

Legal and operational
framework

Q3 2022

Decentralized Dispute
Resolution

Social App Features

Non-custodial wallet & Fiat to Crypto
deposit
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Roadmap
DeFi Features: Staking Pools

Gamification

Crypto Swap
Functionality

Phase 2

NFT Integration

Q2 2023

Tournaments &
Leaderboards

Topic focused Groups &
Videonews

19

Prediction Markets

DBETH DAO

Roadmap
Responsible
Play Tools

Copy Betting

Phase 3
Q3-Q4 2023

Jackpots
Skill & Chance 

Games

Summary
defibet.house brings together prediction markets and P2P betting business models in a
single platform with its own token, packed with staking opportunities and added value
services, rounded with an innovative social interface and user rewards.

Legal Disclaimer
The present document does not constitute nor implies a legal prospectus under any
jurisdiction. The language and terms used in this document should not be construed as a
solicitation for investment. Thus, this paper is not intended as an offering of securities.


The information contained in this document is intended to give an overview of the
defibet.house platform ecosystem, utility, and general design, and is therefore subject to
modification with or without notice upon the discretion of the team. 
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